
Name of the Event: - Counselling Session on “Burnout- Lets Find a Way Out”

Resource Person: - Ms. Bhumika Chawla, Student Counsellor of JIMS

Day & Date: - Wednesday, 27th May, 2021

Time: - 11.00 AM to 1.00 PM

Attended by: - All the First and Second year students of BBA

Venue: Online, ZOOM App

The BBA Department of JIMS Engineering Management Technical Campus, Greater Noida

organised a Counselling Session on Wednesday, 27th May, 202. Ms. Bhumika Chawla,

Student Counsellor of JIMS helped the students to realise, identify and ways to manage and

tackle the stress in this difficult time of pandemic.

Ms. Mahima Satya, Second Year Student, BBA welcomed and introduced her.



Ms. Chawla began the counselling session in a vey light manner, asking the students to

express how they were feeling, in their own language of youth, through emojis. She started

interacting with them in a positive manner.



She slowly tried to indulge in the problems that students face in their daily lives to which

students responded very well and started to connect with her. They mentioned the difficulties

they were going through, to which individually she suggested how to tackle and ways to

increase their concentration for studies and being more punctual for studies.



Along with difficulties and problems, she also talked about positive things and suggested

them how to utilise their ample leisure time in the current situation. Ms. Bhumika tried to

show both the halves of the life positive as well as negative, hall full and half empty, told

them the causes of various anxieties and ways to tackle them, so that it won’t be much

effecting their studies.



Ms. Chawla showed them how to check out the level of stress in daily life through various

illustrations and examples. The best way to handle it, as suggested by her is to meditate. She

taught the right meaning of the term as well as mentioned how music plays an important role

in meditating deeply. In fact, she made them to meditate for few minutes by playing music

through YouTube and gave them various such links. She made them understand audio- based

mindfulness. Students responded that they were feeling deeply relaxed after the short

meditation session.

She further talked about various domains that creates stress in one’s life and suggested

various ways to reduce and control it. ‘What is Burnout’ was the question on which she took

students’ opinions and gave the right to protect oneself from it. She also suggested the ways

to manage the physical and mental burnout.









After suggesting the ways to deal with burn out, she gave them certain charts which students

could use to manage their time and stress in daily life. Dr. Rashi Gupta, Assistant Professor,

BBA coordinated for the event to be a success. Ms. Chawla answered all the questions of the

students diligently. The mentoring session was highly, informative, practical, needed and

interactive for all the students. Dr. Chandra Shaardha, HoD, BBA, thanked her for conducting

such a wonderful and stress relieving session for all.








